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signillc:lnl:C Icvds, A signiJkanl:c Icvel or 0' 1 indil:ate'
a g\\cd correlatiun "l1d a further decrea~e in the levcl
indicates a higher wrre!;uicn, During the pel ied
the stratop<!use height varied between 41-51 km, the
temper;\ture betwcen 256-2840 K ;lnd density between
O' 81-3 ,45 gm/meter", The corresponding variaticn
in the sunspot number was between 0-140 and the solar
flu" w<!s between 72-176 units.

The above correlation coefficients show a goed
positive correlation between str;'.topause tempelature
::pd selar pammeters, this is clearly brought out in
Fig. 2. The abs~nce cf such ccrrel~.tion with neutr,1
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FIG. 2. Variations of temperature with (a) Solar
Flux, (10' 7 em, Ottawa) and (b) Zurich Sunspot
Numbers.
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density is interesting as this is a function of tempe-
rature. The high correlation is, evidently because of
the fact that the solar ultra-violet radiation of the range
2000-3000 A is mainly absorbed by a minor consti-
tUent, ozone which is responsible for the large tempe-
rature in the entire stratosphere with a peak at the
stratopause4. The same reason holds good for the higher
daytime temperatures as compared to that of the night-
time (Fig. 1), Another observation that could be made
from Fig. I is that the sol~.r effect may be almost simul-
taneous, which results in large stratopause temperature
around noon. The results of the earlier workers
for whitesands3 closely agree with our observations
of higher daytime temperatures.

.

Thc ,\bSCI"atiens that arc m,u!c ah,ve, rcl;ltir,g

to thc diurnal variations and thc sclar innucJ:cc. \\ ill
bc confirmed by studying the d;lytime flig.hts spread
over a larger .peried. A det:liled study t<.king into
consideration the seasonal variaticns will be published
elsewhcre.

From the above studies the following conclusions
are made. Higher daytime tempcratures arc observed
compared to nighttime in the altitude region of 35-50
km for the winter atmosphere of Thumba. A good
positive correlation is observed between the stratopause
temperat ure and the solar paramcters, and a poor
correlation with the neutral density for, one biennial
cycle, 1972-73.
Space Physics Laboratories,
Department of Physics,
Anjhla University,
Waltair, March 15, 1976.

J. V. M. NAIDU.
RAMA KOTESWARAM.
B. RAMACHANDRARAO.
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THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF n-p-CYANO-
BENZILIDENE-p-n-OCTYLOXYANILINE

As part of programme of systematic X-ray investi-
gations of mesogenic compoundsl; the crystal
structure of n-p-cyanobenzilidne: p-n-octyloxyaniline
(CBOOA) has been anaIysed in its .stable solid
phase. The compound is known to exhibit the
following liquid crystalline phases on heating.

73°C 82'5°C
Solid --+ Smectic A --->- Nematic

1106'90 C
Isotropic

Large, rectangliIar prismatic, yeIIow crystals of
the compound were 'obtained by slow evaporation
from a solution in n-heptane. Unit ceIl dimensions
and space group were determined from converitional
oscillation and Weissenberg photographs and are
listed in Table I along with other relevant crystal
data.

Three-dimens~onal intensity data were COIIected
on multiple Weissenberg films using copper Ka
radiation. The intensities were estimated visually
and were corrected, for Lorentz and polarisation
factors, ab~orption and spot-shape effects.
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TABU I
~---_._._--------

Chemical formula C22H",N,O

Molecular weight 334.45

ace 15.99::1: 0,04 A
b c= 15. 91 ::1:0.02

c = 7, 66 ::1:O. 02

~ = 91 ::1:1°

Space group p2,/c
Z =4

Po = ] . 14 gm . cm-:!

Pm= 1'14gm .crr-:!

(Flotation in aqueous KI solution)
J.Lfor copper Ka radiation = 5.61 cm-I.

The structure was solved by the direct methods
followed by Fourier synthesis. The positional as
well as the isOtropic thermal parameters of all non-
hydrogen atoms were refined to R = 0.145 by
block-diagonal structure-factor least-squares pro-
cedure using 1654 observed reflections. Further
refinement of the structure is in progress.

Figure 1 gives the projection of the structure in
the be-plane. The molecules associate in pairs
about centres of inversion, the two molecules in
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FIG. 1. Projection of the crystal structure in the
be-plane.

each pair being anti-parallel to each other. Along
the a- and c-directions, adjacent pairs are related
by cell translation and along the b-direction they
are related by the 21 screw axes and the glide planes.
Results of further refinement and the detailed

description {)f the structural features will be discussed
elsewhere.
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K-SHELL PHOTOELECTRIC CROSS-SECTlONf;
AT 32.879 keY IN INTERMEDIATE Z-ELEMENTS

IN order to supplement the existing data on K-shell
photoelectric cross-sections, measurements at
32. 879 keY in elements Y, Zr, MO, Ag, Cd and Sn
have been made. The method used was similar to

the one reported earlier]. Photons of energy
32. 879 keY were obtained from the K-conversion
of 662 keY level in Bal:nm. The results obtained
are compared with the available theoretical calcula-
tions2-4 (Table 1) and are found to agree with the

TABLEI
Comparison of experimental data with theoretical

calculations

z

39

40

42

47

48

50

(a)-Scofield; (b)-SchmickJeY-Pr<>.tt;
(c)-Rakavy-Rcn.

theoretical calculations within the experimental
uncertainties. The present results prove that the use
of the theoretical values of the K-shel1 photoelectric
cross-sections in our earlier determinationG of the
L-shell cross-section at 32.879 keY from the com-

parison of the intensity {)f L-shell fluorescent X-rays

K-shell photoelectric cross-
sections at 32. 879 keY

Element
Present Theoretical

measurements values

y 2200::1: 190 (0) 2300

Zr 2700::1:230 (a) 2450

Mo 2600::1:220 (a) 2900
(b) 2900

Ag 4600::1:390 (a) 4400
(b) 4350

Cd 4600::1::390 (it )4550

Sn 5300::1:150 (a )5350
(b) 5300
(c) 5300


